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YaP! is a small IRC Client written
in C#, following the Stream-IRC
protocol. It tries to cover as many
use cases as possible: * multi-user

(Local and Global channels), *
Nick Prefix autocompletion, *

CTCP (Like whois, /whois, /who)
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* Private messaging (ChatWindow,
ChatLog), * autoclosing (to prevent
the window to close automatically
when you leave the connection), *
custom dialogs. There is a built-in
IRC logger: 'yaplog', 'yaplogfile'

and 'yaplogfilename' are
compatible with rlogger, clogger

and log4net (if you install an.NET
framework). So you can now easily

make a snapshot of your
connection (see YaP! can use the
following network servers: * IRC
server * list of network irc servers

(mIRC has a built-in list of
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network servers) - some servers are
configured in YaP! by default *
IRCNET (Only for Advanced
Users) YaP! can connect to 2

different network servers at the
same time: * the default server (for
your own nick/channel) * IRCNET

(to join other network servers
without the annoyance of port/ssl

errors) When you try to connect to
IRCNET, the YaP! application will
ask you to set up an IRC account or

to register a nick on IRCNET. In
this version, YaP! uses RFC 1459,
not RFC 1460. So, any nickname
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on an IRC server can't have the
name 'username'. If you want to try
out IRCNET: - goto - enter : /join
#yaplang Or, if you are interested
in IRCNET servers: - goto - enter :

/server ircnet - enter : /join
#yaplang - enter : /join #yaplang-

chan - enter : /join #yaplang#chan -
enter : /join #yaplang-chan#chan -
enter : /join #yaplang-chan#chan

Note: some servers allow

YaP! Keygen Full Version [Mac/Win]

- Aliases will be generated upon
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connection. - The symbols will be
printed to the IRC Chat Window. -
You can use the Keys... button to

bind a key to a macro. - The macro
will be inserted where the inserted

text is. - The macro will be
replaced by the text you insert. -

The symbols '$' and '!' will be
replaced by the text you insert. -

You can also use the escape
characters to cancel the macro and
remove it from the Chat Window.

KEYMACRO Example: alias j join
#$1 /j join #$1 KEYMACRO

Changelog: Version 0.9.0 - Small
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speed improvements. - Improved
the messages when the clients icon
in the taskbar is displayed. - Some
fixes in the add contact button. -
Some fixes in the auto-connect
function. Version 0.8.0 - The

server list autorefresh function
doesn't work properly. If the server
list is autorefreshed and you try to

change the server, - The auto-
connect function will be used.

Version 0.7.2 - A few
improvements - The server list

function is now working. - Some
small fixes. Version 0.7.1 - The
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autocomplete function is working. -
Several improvements. - Several
fixes. Version 0.7.0 - The system

icon can now be customized. -
Aliases are generated upon

connection. - Aliases can be stored
on the harddisk in the filename of

the alias. - The Aliases will be
generated in the same order they
are stored in the hard disk. - You
can edit the aliases on the hard

disk. - You can connect to channels
in the server list. - You can also
add the channel to the current

channel list. - You can also filter
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the channel list to hide the channels
you don't want to see. - The server

list autorefreshes automatically
when the server list is displayed. -
The global lists are now displayed
on the toolbar. - The functions to
send files, download files, send
mails are now integrated in the
toolbar. - It is now possible to

delete the global lists by pressing
CTRL+H and selecting the list. -

The Chat Log and the global
Aliases lists are now displayed in
the desktop bar. - There is now an

icon for each IRC 1d6a3396d6
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YaP! is an IRC client written in
C#. It features a sleek interface,
has minimalistic look, and is easy
to use. YaP! is... Serge Walters
IRC, YaP!, and apropos to YaP!
IRC is an acronym for "Internet
Relay Chat" and YaP! is a program
designed to replace a number of
functions in the UNIX shell by an
easy-to-use command line
program. An example of YaP!
function: the apropos command.
apropos [parameters] This
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command shows the set of possible
parameters for the subcommand.
These parameters are used to help
the user select the... Scheme
"PITA" This application is
intended to be a replacement for
the "PITA" (Problem Interrupt
This Aid) application from UNIX
systems, by which the person who
wants to use it should press F12.
The applications called 'PITA' are,
in fact, a series of command-line
and dialog boxes that aid the user
in solving a problem, usually at
home or in school. By means of the
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YaP! YaScript API... IRC Time
Zone (IRC-TZ) I. Introduction
Remote Time Control is the ability
to control the Time Zone of other
machines on your network. Remote
Time Control (or RTC) means that
you can set the local machine's
Time Zone to that of another
computer. II. What is "IRC-TZ"?
You can install "IRC-TZ" on Linux
and Solaris machines to provide
the... IRC is an acronym for
"Internet Relay Chat" and YaP! is a
program designed to replace a
number of functions in the UNIX
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shell by an easy-to-use command
line program. An example of YaP!
function: the join command. /join
(nickname) (command) Join the
channel with a specified nickname
(nickname) with the specified
command (command) Example:...
IRC Time Zone (IRC-TZ) I.
Introduction Remote Time Control
is the ability to control the Time
Zone of other machines on your
network. Remote Time Control (or
RTC) means that you can set the
local machine's Time Zone to that
of another computer. II. What is
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"IRC-TZ"? You

What's New In?

Available Features: - command
history - beep - logging - colors -
nick-enclosure - nick-synchronize -
nick-listing - nick-synchronize -
nick-enclosure - nick-listing - chat-
window - auto-login - auto-
reconnect - no-scripts - server-list -
welcome-page - I forgot my
password! - error-message -
command-list - color-sequence -
trackbar - nickserv - se-local/global-
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settings - command-line - nick-
listing - nick-enclosure - nick-
synchronize - nick-listing - nick-
synchronize - nick-enclosure - nick-
listing - nick-synchronize - nick-
enclosure - nick-listing - nick-
synchronize - nick-enclosure
Screenshot: Download: Date:
Author: Version: License: YaP!
History: YaP! Version 1.9 -
13/04/2014: - Fixed a "Show Other
Chat Window" option. - Fixed a
"Show Other Chat Window"
option. - Fixes a bug. - Cleaned up
some things. - Fixed a bug. -
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Cleaned up some things. - Added a
Send tab to the server list. -
Cleaned up some things. - Fixed a
bug. - Added a Send tab to the
server list. - Cleaned up some
things. - Fixed a bug. - Cleaned up
some things. - Fixed a bug. -
Added a Send tab to the server list.
- Fixed a bug. - Added a Send tab
to the server list. - Cleaned up
some things. - Fixed a bug. -
Added a Send tab to the server list.
- Fixed a bug. - Fixed a bug. -
Fixed a bug. - Added a Send tab to
the server list. - Fixed a bug. -
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Fixed a bug. - Cleaned up some
things. - Added a Send tab to the
server list. - Fixed a bug. - Fixed a
bug. - Cleaned up some things. -
Cleaned up some things. - Added a
Send tab to the server list. -
Cleaned up some things. - Fixed a
bug. - Cleaned up some things. -
Cleaned up some things. - Cleaned
up some things. - Fixed a bug. -
Cleaned up some things. - Cleaned
up some things. - Cleaned up some
things. - Cleaned up some things
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System Requirements:

Any of the following are required
to play Single Player Mode: 1.
Please read the requirements in the
installation instructions. 2. Please
create a new retail or existing
account in the client to avoid
having to redownload. 3. Gamepad:
Please use an Xbox 360 Controller
and Windows PC or any other
controller supported by the
Windows client. 4. Controller:
Please use an Xbox 360 Controller.
5. Keyboard & Mouse: For
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keyboard and mouse, please use a
compatible USB keyboard and
mouse. 6. Video Card
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